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Section I – Executive Summary 
The purpose of this design project is to develop a new weather display for air traffic 
controllers to utilize that shows the probabilistic hazard information for convective weather 
forecasts. Throughout the semester, multiple iterations maps were generated and evaluated for 
overall effectiveness in conveying uncertainty information for convective weather observations 
and forecasts. The goal of these maps is to improve upon current convective weather displays 
to more accurately show uncertainty and probabilistic hazard information to aid the air traffic 
controllers (ATCs) in providing guidance for aircraft pilots.  
The design project has shown some success in the initial phase with four interviews of 
retired ATCs. The probabilistic hazard information (PHI) overlay was given positive feedback 
and showed consistent and easy understanding amongst the participants. The retired ATCs 
were able to quickly discuss the rerouting of aircraft; however, when providing responses, some 
participants didn’t demonstrate a clear use of the probabilistic hazard information presented on 
the display despite participant’s beliefs that it was beneficial. There was constructive criticism 
given, like the need to toggle the overlay on and off, as well as using data blocks to provide 
information on the type of precipitation or winds that the storm system contains. 
This project is being developed to create consistency among all air traffic controllers that 
should be using probabilistic hazard information when evaluating convective weather forecasts. 
General Dynamics conducted a study in 2013 that showed that National Airspace System (NAS) 
users did not have an equal understanding of the terminology used to describe uncertainty in 
convective weather, despite having an understanding that all convective weather forecasts do 
contain a level of uncertainty. The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) has also shined a light 
on a National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) report on small, single-engine aircraft that 
walks through several accidents due to severe weather. Almost two-thirds of all general aviation 
accidents occur in severe meteorological conditions that could have been prevented with more 
advanced convective weather displays as well as a consistent understanding amongst all NAS 
users of the uncertainty in convective weather.
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Section II – Introduction 
Background 
The basis for this study is a 2013 report, Understanding Convective Weather Forecast 
Uncertainty Needs of ATM, conducted by General Dynamics under sponsorship of the United 
States Department of Transportation. General Dynamics Information Technology studied how 
convective weather forecasting uncertainty is used to influence air traffic management (ATM) 
decisions. The majority of the data from the study came from management at Air Route Traffic 
Control Centers (ARTCCs), Terminal Radar Approach Control (TRACON) facilities, and Air 
Traffic Control Towers (ATCTs), which are the three groups of individuals this study focuses on. 
The study of the NAS yielded the following results:  
● “NAS users and weather information providers understand that all convective weather 
observations and forecasts contain uncertainty”  
● “NAS users and weather information providers do not have an equivalent understanding 
of terms used to express convective weather uncertainty” 
● “NAS ATM users do not fully understand how to use convective weather information that 
includes uncertainty for decision making in the NAS”  
● “Providers of NAS convective weather information do not fully understand how 
convective weather information that includes uncertainty is used for decision making in 
the NAS” 
● “Collaborative decision making for convective weather product development increases 
NAS ATM user confidence in the product” 
 
An NTSB Weather Accidents Summary was also distributed by the FAA that highlighted 
several crash reports with small single engine aircraft. These aircraft were generally flying 
around 7,000 feet, which is why the scenarios given in the design project focus on small single 
engine craft with an average cruise altitude of 7,000 feet, a maximum altitude of 14,000 feet and 
a speed of approximately 140 mph.  
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Strategy 
 Based on the findings of the General Dynamic's study, the design project investigated 
the best method for presenting the uncertainty of convective weather forecast information to air 
traffic control personnel. The design project initial focus was to construct multiple concepts for 
testing, but with the lack of information on how the different air traffic controller roles would use 
the information, the multiple concepts were eliminated to focus on the ATCTs, ARTCCs, and 
TRACON personnel. Data gathering was done through interviews with retired air traffic 
controllers that collectively possess knowledge and years of experience in the main categories 
of air traffic control. A survey distributed to the students at Kent State’s Air Traffic Controller 
Program was a portion of the initial plans; however, it was eliminated as it was evident that more 
relevant data would be collected from interviews with retired ATCs than from students without 
field experience. 
Section III – Interviews 
Design 
The main focus of the interviews was to gather information from retired air traffic 
controllers with years of experience that would help provide initial feedback to aid in the future 
development of the maps for use by the FAA. The interviews used a combination of hand-
written notes, audio recording, and video recording to capture responses. The participants were 
asked about their time as air traffic controllers, which included their years of experience, the 
weather displays, and the functions they commonly used on the job. Since the project focused 
on the uncertainty and probabilistic hazard information, the participants were all asked about 
their experience with utilizing uncertainty information and PHI on convective weather forecasts, 
as well as their knowledge or experience using INtegrated Support for Impacted air-Traffic 
Environments (INSITE). The maps developed for the interview conducted with retired air traffic 
controllers were based on historic weather radar maps from the developmental software, 
INSITE.  
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The image below, Figure 1, is a screen capture from INSITE and was provided to 
demonstrate how the display for INSITE appeared. This was done to help the interviewees 
understand that this display format was not being tested but was instead being used as a 
background display for the project. 
 
Figure 1 INSITE Map 
Figure 2 shows the map that was developed and given to the participants for an 
explanation of the different aspects of the maps. The maps created were designed to focus on 
the main facets of air traffic controlling as defined by the FAA: air traffic controllers at airport 
towers, TRACON, and ARTCC. A PHI cone was overlaid on the most severe portion of the 
weather radar maps from INSITE, and a probabilistic legend from 0%-100% was implemented 
into the cone to show the probability of the storm impacting certain regions on the map. A 
blue/white star represents the airport that the aircraft are approaching or departing from, which 
is the responsibility of the tower air traffic controllers. A representative airplane shows the 
direction and location of the aircraft on the map. There is also an optional timeline that shows 
where the most severe portion of the storm will be in 0-60 minutes that was used on only two of 
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the maps. The TRACON and ARTCC maps were accompanied by a set of aircraft flight 
conditions, including speed and altitude, as well as the height of the storm. 
 
Figure 2 Detailed Explanation Map 
The retired air traffic controllers were given four maps during the interview and were 
asked to assume the roles of an air traffic controller at an airport tower, ARTCC, and TRACON 
as well as an air traffic planning manager. The roles of air traffic control at an airport tower are 
broken into the departure and arrival towers. The departure tower gives departure clearance to 
aircraft taxiing on the runway and controls the aircraft on the ground in the airport as well as the 
aircraft within 5 miles of the tower. The arrival tower controls the aircraft coming into the airport 
for landing as well as those on the ground taxiing to their arrival gates. The below image, Figure 
3, shows the map that was presented to the interviewees for analysis from the tower 
perspective.  
 
Figure 3 Air Traffic Control Tower Map 
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The TRACON controls the aircraft in the terminal airspace 5 to 40 miles from the airport, 
up to an altitude of 10,000 feet. The below image, Figure 4, shows the map that was presented 
to the interviewees for analysis from TRACON perspective. The aircraft is traveling at a speed 
of 140 mph at an altitude of 7,500 feet with a maximum flight altitude of 14,000 feet. The storm 
system has a height of 16,000 feet. 
 
Figure 4 TRACON Map 
The ARTCC controls the aircraft within its specific airspace sector and is deemed the 
"en-route" control center. As an aircraft travels, it is handed from sector to sector and from one 
ARTCC to another when a boundary is crossed. The image below, Figure 5, shows the map 
that was presented to the interviewees for analysis from the ARTCC perspective. The aircraft is 
traveling at a speed of 140 mph at an altitude of 7,500 feet with a maximum flight altitude of 
14,000 feet. The storm system has a height of 30,000 feet. 
 
Figure 5 ARTCC Map 
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Figure 6 is the last image the controllers. It was used to evaluate overall air traffic 
planning from a high level based on the weather information presented.  
 
Figure 6 Traffic Planning Map 
Appendix B provides the detailed format used for the interview. 
Responses 
Experience 
The data gathering done for this project was done through interviews with four former air 
traffic controllers. The interviewees have years of experience that encapsulate all three major 
facets of air traffic controlling; tower, TRACON, and ARTCC.  
Participant one has thirty-nine years of experience evenly split between TRACON and 
tower. The participant had experience with ASR8 (Airport Surveillance Radar), an analog radar 
system, ASR9, a digital radar system, as well as TDWR (Terminal Doppler Weather Radar), and 
CIWS (Corridor Integrated Weather System). The only uncertainty information the participant 
had was solely based on gut and experience throughout his career, and the only PHI in weather 
forecasting experience came from PoP (Probability of Precipitation). The participant also had no 
experience with INSITE and had never heard of the product.  
Participant two has two years of experience as an ARTCC controller. The participant 
was unsure of the names of the weather displays used but did provide detailed descriptions of 
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the systems, noting that ARTCC controllers had individual displays of their sectors as well as 
larger displays in the room that would cycle through the information and had limited experience 
with uncertainty information as a small amount was provided in the short briefings given before 
the controllers would begin their shift. The participant had no knowledge of PHI in convective 
weather forecasting, as well as no knowledge of INSITE. 
Participant three has thirty-three years of experience evenly split between the tower, 
ARTCC, and TRACON. The participant utilized ARTS 3A and ARTS 3E (Automated Radar 
Terminal System), which display radar reflection tendencies of weather; STARS (Standard 
Terminal Automation Replacement System) and DSR (Display System Replacement); which 
displays storm location, intensity, direction, velocity and the top of the convective weather cloud. 
The participant had never utilized uncertainty information in convective weather forecasting but 
had a decent understanding of it. The participant had experience with PHI with traffic flow 
management, and again, the participant had not heard of or utilized INSITE.  
Participant four has a little more than twenty years of experience. Half of it is with tower 
and RAPCON (Radar Approach Control), which is the military version of TRACON, and half is 
with ARTCC. Another twenty years of teaching experience. The participant was in West Berlin, 
Germany for a decade and utilized weather displays that were low-level systems with STC 
(Sensitivity Time Control) and FTC (Fast Time Constant), which helped to filter out some 
weather, very primitive compared to FAA systems. Also utilized was Sanders Corporation color 
levels which showed five to six color levels of intensity, similar to the STARS system. The 
participant never utilized PHI or uncertainty information but stated that "after a while, you get an 
understanding". The participant had heard of INSITE name but had no experience with it nor 
seen any of the displays from it.  
Tower Situation 
Figure 7 shows the tower situation weather display provided to the participants with the 
sectors surrounding the airport used to indicate their responses. The arrows represent the 
outgoing traffic sectors for participant one, and the crosses represent the incoming traffic 
sectors for participant one. Other participants do not follow that convention. 
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Figure 7 Air Traffic Control Tower Response Map 
Given the tower situation, participant one responded that S1B would immediately be 
closed for incoming traffic but would leave rest of the sectors open. The participant said that 
S1A would eventually be closed as the storm approached that sector. Participant two would 
quickly get planes in and out of the airport. At about the 50-60% point on the display or the 
halfway point of a timing information display, the participant would decide whether to stop 
arrivals and departures, and if the storm reached the airport, it would have to wait out the 
weather. Participant three stated that routes S1B through S1D would be blocked. The 
participant explained that route from Philadelphia to New York would be blocked and flights to 
the southeast; such as to Charlotte, North Carolina; would have to redirect south southwest 
between S1E and S1F to leave the airport. Participant four replied that arrivals zones S1A and 
S1C may have to be closed and S1F and S1G would be the redirect zones for arrivals. The 
participant also stated that outbound traffic would be directed to go around the storm and to try 
to miss it as much as possible. 
S1A 
S1B 
S1C 
S1D 
S1E 
S1F 
S1G 
S1H 
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TRACON Situation 
Figure 8 shows all the redirection routes provided by the participants for the TRACON 
situation. 
 
Figure 8 TRACON Response Map 
Given the TRACON situation, participant one would direct the aircraft to follow route 
S2B. Participant two stated that aircraft would be directed to go route S2A if it was VFR (Visual 
Flight Rules) rated, but if the aircraft was IFR (Instrument Flight Rules) rated, it would be 
directed to either route S2B or S2E. Participant three stated that the aircraft would be directed to 
go S2E or land at a nearby airport. Participant four replied if the aircraft was IFR rated it would 
be directed to go routes S2C or S2D as well as have airports offered to get moved to the 
ground. If the aircraft was VFR rated, it would be strongly recommended to land.  
S2A 
S2C 
S2B 
S2E 
S2D 
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ARTCC Situation 
Figure 9 shows all the redirection routes provided by the participants for the ARTCC 
situation. 
 
Figure 9 ARTCC Response Map 
Given the ARTCC situation, participant one would direct the aircraft to follow route S3A. 
The participant also offered that if the aircraft was faster, such as a commercial aircraft, the 
heading wouldn’t be changed. Participant two responded that aircraft would be directed to route 
S3A if it was VFR rated, but if the aircraft was IFR rated, it would be encouraged to follow route 
S3C. Participant three stated that the aircraft would be sent along S3C as well it would be 
suggested to land at a nearby airport. The participant did address sending the aircraft on route 
S3A but didn’t believe it was a good option due to the lack of weather information beyond the 
display provided. Participant four stated if the aircraft was IFR rated it would be directed to go 
routes S3B or S3C as well as have airports offered to get moved to the ground. If the aircraft 
was VFR rated, it would be strongly recommended to land.  
S3A 
S3B 
S3C 
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Overall Traffic Planning Situation 
Figure 10 shows all the redirection routes provided by the participants for the overall 
traffic planning situation. 
 
Figure 10 Traffic Planning Response Map 
Given the traffic planning situation, participant one stated that towers in the path of the 
storm would be informed of the incoming storm. Participant two suggested routes S4G and S4H 
for traffic going between areas farther west and east and routes S4A and S4F for routes 
traveling areas farther north and south. The participant would also send traffic through the areas 
of S4B, S4C, and S4D but would avoid S4E because of the intense weather areas in south 
shown with the yellow and orange coloring. Participant three responded that S4B and S4E 
would be the suggested areas to route traffic through. The participant noted that Chicago and 
Ohio would not be blocked from Washington D.C. and that Philadelphia was impacted. 
Participant four would suggest routes S4B, S4C, and S4E to direct traffic through.  
Opinions and Recommendations 
The participants found the PHI overlay to be very helpful in their analysis of the weather 
system and its impact on the airport and aircraft. Although the air traffic controllers have 
constant contact with the pilots and update them on weather information, it was pointed out 
several times that the pilots are not required to listen to the ATC. The ATC acts a guide and can 
advise and warn, but the pilot has precedence and can make decisions they deem safest, 
S4A 
S4B 
S4C 
S4D 
S4E 
S4F 
S4G 
S4H 
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regardless of the information provided to them by the ATC. There are often a lot of errors with 
radar system picking up on what appears to be light rain but may be a reflection of droplets 
water in the air, so the pilot is alerted of weather systems in the area but is ultimately 
responsible for making the call as they can see how severe the precipitation is. 
The participants were asked what area of air traffic controlling they found the maps to be 
most and least beneficial for tower, TRACON, ARTCC, or overall air traffic planning. The 
responses were split, with each of the participants selecting a different role as the most 
benefited, and two participants chose tower as having the least benefit from the system, the 
other two choosing both ARTCC and TRACON for least beneficial. 
 Participant one suggested that the display was most beneficial for TRACON because of 
its capabilities with storm direction and speed, and the fact that TRACON will generally have the 
most planes in the air on their screens. The participant found that it would be least beneficial for 
the tower because the tower controllers get their information from a separate radar controller so 
there is no need for them to have the map on any of their displays. Also, the tower controllers 
can visually look out the windows and see approaching storms and the impact on the airport.  
Participant two suggested that the design was most beneficial for the tower, citing that 
the tower is static and wouldn’t be able to avoid the weather if it were to hit, so knowing in 
advance would be highly beneficial. Sometimes it is difficult for the controllers at the tower to 
see how quickly the storm is moving and in what direction, so the overlay would be able to 
provide this data to help route traffic departing and landing at the airport. Although saying that 
TRACON and ATRCC would be least beneficial, the participant said that it was very marginal 
and would really be beneficial for everything but just had to pick one.  
Participant three said that the design would be most beneficial for overall planning 
because it provides information for the timing of the storm impact so it would allow for the 
planning of opening and closing flight routes based on the storm location and its movement. The 
participant stated that the maps were a good planning tool but a poor operational tool. For the 
least beneficial, ARTCC and TRACON were chosen because in some cases ARTCC can have 
very few aircraft to handle. All the data provided from the maps wouldn’t necessarily be needed 
and seemed like too much information when the controller could make flight decisions based on 
a standard radar image.  
The last participant said that ARTCC would benefit the most from the maps, and that 
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TRACON was a very close second. With ARTCC, they control the flights as they change from 
one center to the other as they fly through the different sectors across the country, so the 
participant found that the maps would be most beneficial to these controllers so they can more 
accurately keep flight plans consistent from sector to sector. The participant said the maps 
would be least beneficial for the tower because there is limited airspace and their displays are 
already crowded with the aircraft that the overlay would just hinder their abilities. Also, since the 
tower is looking at weather around the airport for arrivals and departures, it was stated that it is 
easier for the controller to look out the window and evaluate the weather conditions than having 
to pull up another display system.  
The most repeated comment from the participants was the need for the display to be 
toggled on and off. The ATC, especially in the tower and TRACON, have dozens of aircraft on 
their display system and found that the overlay would become a distraction if it was permanently 
on their screens. The participants said that it would be used as more of a guide than anything 
else, as the ATCs can visually see storms, especially at the tower. The display would be seen 
as a check/confirmation to what they can visually see, so it would only need to be displayed for 
a few seconds before being toggled off. The cone and timing scale was said to very helpful in a 
quick check when toggling on so that the controller could find the directions of the storm and 
alert the aircraft of the time in which the storm might impact their flight path.  
Several suggestions were also noted on ways to improve the displays to make sure that 
they could provide as much information in a simple, concise design. The following are 
suggestions from the participants on ways to improve the displays and other things to consider 
as the project moves forward: 
 Include a data block along parts of the storm that shows the type of precipitation; 
colors could be used but that would possibly overcomplicate the display with the 
colors for the probability percentages. 
 Provide precipitation information on the most severe portion of the storm (rain, hail, 
snow, tornadic winds, etc.) 
 Include information on whether or the not the storm is growing in intensity or if it is 
beginning to die down and dissipate as it travels. 
 Have a smaller display off to the side that can show turbulence in a system and also 
non-convective weather. 
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 Civil Aviation Medical Institute (CAMI) looks at color spectrums and which colors are 
most appropriate for certain situations, which could apply to the PHI overlays. 
 Add the timing line to the maps for the tower ATCs so they have more information on 
whether or not planes can take off or land before the most severe portions of the 
storm impact the airport.  
 Provide a full weather prediction for the entire weather system and have overlays on 
multiple sections, not just a single overlay on the most severe portion of the storm. 
Additional information on the interview responses is provided in Appendix C. 
Results 
Overall, the PHI displays were well liked and welcomed by the participants, but based on 
their responses, the participants may not have been using the PHI cone and information 
properly despite their responses of liking the information and seeing its usefulness. A distinction 
was noted between the first two participants and the last two participants. Participants one and 
two were willing to direct the aircraft through the less severe portions of the storm which were 
not covered by the PHI cone, and participants three and four were not. By avoiding the PHI 
cone and not the weather system overall, participants one and two showed that they were using 
the PHI cone provided to make decisions; however, participants three and four were trying to 
avoid any portion of weather regardless of severity or the placement of the PHI cone. For the 
TRACON controller situation, participant four was willing to suggest a change of heading from 
southwest to east, which would essentially be trying to run out the storm. With the participants 
avoiding the entire weather system, the only benefit provided from PHI cone was timing and 
direction of the weather system, which could be reduced to an information block but would not 
provide any uncertainty information. 
As for the differences between the participants, there are a couple of possible 
explanations that should be explored in any future work done on this topic. First is the university. 
All participants were professors at different universities. The first two participants were 
professors at University A, and the last two participants worked at University B. It is possible 
that the different universities with their teaching methods and environments may have had an 
impact on the differences between the professors. This is most likely not the case since that 
shouldn’t have an impact on their experience prior to teaching, but it should be noted.  
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The second possibility is the method for conducting the interview. For the first two 
participants, the interviews were conducted in person at their offices. However, for the last two 
participants, the interviews were conducted remotely with the use of video and/or voice calling. 
This may have made it more difficult to evaluate the new information, and the participants may 
have unconsciously reverted to just the weather information use.  
The last possibility is the time period of experience. Though it may be easy to conclude 
that the participant with the least time of experience may have the least accurate response, it 
would be unwise to conclude that as the controller with the most experience gave similar 
responses. A question that should have been addressed and should be addressed in any future 
studies is how recent the experience is. Participant four specifically mentioned working in West 
Berlin, which hasn’t existed for roughly 27 years. Considering how quickly the aerospace 
industry evolves, problems relevant 27 years ago may not be relevant to today’s aircraft. This 
problem may not be relevant in potential future work that would involve current air traffic 
personnel, but it can affect the responses and results if the response is driven on almost entirely 
gut and doesn’t use the provided information that is being tested. 
Section IV – Development 
Concept Determination 
Table 1 shows the concept map that was created to find the different methods possible 
for each component of the display. The wording column was the methods for the message 
format in providing the uncertainty information. The options for wording were the use of 
percentage values; the use of probability terms of expected, probable, possible, and not 
expected; and the use of range terms of high, medium, and low. 
The location of the wording was broken into three categories: on the map, on the legend, 
and in the corner. The INSITE system utilizes a legend for the expected severity in each 
ARTCC section of airspace, and “on the legend” represents putting the information on that 
current legend. The “in the corner” option represents putting the probability information in the 
corner of the map display. The “on the map” option is for systems such as a map overlay. 
The coloring had four categories: varying shades of a single color, color range, single 
color, and grays and blues. The color range would be similar to the color range used to 
represent weather intensity. The varying shades choice was added because the method may be 
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easier for those that may be color blind or when overlaid on top of another color scale such as 
the intensity scale. The grays and blues were noted as the color system in Collaborative 
Convective Forecast Product (CCFP) and thus were added an option. The single color choice 
was added as some methods may only need one color. The types were the different ways of 
displaying the probability information. The bar on forecast method is the current system in 
INSITE. Label methods were suggested for the legend display type and the in corner display 
type. The two methods were not combined as there would be different ways of display the 
information based on the location. The overlay method simply added a translucent projection to 
the weather systems.  
Six combinations were generated from the concept map. The first three relied on the 
overlay on map method where concept one used a color range and probability values, concept 
two used varying shades of red and the range terms, and concept three used the grays and 
blues with the probability terms. The last three relied on the single color label method where 
concept four used probability values in the corner, concept five used range terms on the legend, 
and concept six used probability terms in the corner. 
 
Table 1 Concept Map 
Map Concept Creation and Design 
Map Background 
The first step for constructing the concept designs was the choice of the map to use as a 
background to design upon. Two convective weather forecasts products designed primarily for 
air traffic control and management were selected to evaluate based on the availability of online 
versions of the products. The first product evaluated was CCFP which is shown in Figure 11 
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below. The CCFP represents convection that meets specific criteria in coverage, intensity, echo 
height, and forecaster confidence. The CCFP doesn’t show storm systems and only updates 
every two hours. All convection graphical representations have associative probabilities, so a 
design to add convective weather probability would not be useful.  
 
Figure 11 CCFP Display 
The second product evaluated was INSITE, which is shown in Figure 12. INSITE is a 
prototype convective forecast weather product that blends different forecast products into a 
single forecast and allows data from the different forecast products to selectively added or 
removed from the displayed forecasts. Depending on the weather data selectively displayed, the 
weather systems can be displayed clearly with no blending, and the online version provides 
data hourly. Some confidence is provided with the product and is attached to the severity of the 
hourly data. One of the data products integrated into INSITE is CIWS which is used to generate 
displays for air traffic control. With the weather data and ability to selectively choose CIWS for 
weather, INSITE was more appropriate to use as a background and was selected, and the 
CIWS raw weather data was the only data selected for the background.  
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Figure 12 INSITE Display 
Initial Prototypes 
With the concepts and background determined, the prototype displays were constructed. 
These were the first attempts to realize the concepts. All concepts removed the confidence 
information provided by INSITE in the overview constraint section to reduce probable confusion 
in the information. The overlay concepts; concepts one, two, and three; were constructed with 
the probability overlay drawn around the storm system, touching the system directly. The 
overlays also focused the higher probability on the direction of the storm with the lower 
probability partially behind the direction of movement. Also, the overlays were not made partially 
transparent. Figure 13 shows the initial prototype for concept one, and initial prototypes for 
concepts two and three are given in Figure 14 and Figure 15 respectively. 
 
Figure 13 Initial Prototype of Concept 1 
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Figure 14 Initial Prototype of Concept 2 
 
Figure 15 Initial Prototype of Concept 3 
The label concepts, concepts four and five, were constructed with the initial concept 
group. For concept four, the probability label was added to the lower left corner of the map 
display. In concept five, the high, medium, and low levels were added to the forecast intensities 
of the three ARTCC’s of the overview constraint section. The initial prototype concepts are 
shown in Figure 16 and Figure 17 for concepts four and five respectively. 
 
Figure 16 Initial Prototype of Concept 4 
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Figure 17 Initial Prototype of Concept 5 
Second Prototypes 
The initial prototypes had flaws and were redesigned. In addition, concept six was 
developed and constructed. The flaws in the initial prototypes were with the overlay concepts. 
The overlays conformed too closely to the shape of the weather system which made it difficult to 
create and would not be feasible for extended future use. The overlays also didn’t appropriately 
forecast directionally and simply surrounded the weather. As well, the overlays were opaque, 
not translucent, which would be more appropriate for the overlay format. The new designs used 
white objects such as rectangles or ellipses to surround the storm and define the storm system, 
and the overlays projection were developed based on the storm system outline. The projections 
were also made translucent. Figure 18 shows the second prototype for concept one, and 
second prototypes for concepts two and three are given in Figure 19 and Figure 20 respectively. 
 
Figure 18 Second Prototype of Concept 1 
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Figure 19 Second Prototype of Concept 2 
 
Figure 20 Second Prototype of Concept 3 
The prototype for concept six, shown in Figure 21, had the probability term located in the 
lower left corner of the map like the prototype for concept four. Concepts four and five did not 
change with the redesign. 
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Figure 21 Initial Prototype of Concept 6 
Third Prototypes 
With the redesigned maps, the development of the survey began. Through the 
development of the survey, it was determined that the label concepts were not feasible for 
giving the uncertainty information in the weather forecasts. As such, the label concepts; 
concepts four, five, and six; were eliminated for use. Since the label concepts were removed, 
the overview constraint section was removed. As well, a plane was added to the display for use 
in the survey along with a scale. Third prototypes for concepts one, two, and three are given in 
Figure 22, Figure 23, and Figure 24 respectively. 
 
Figure 22 Third Prototype of Concept 1 
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Figure 23 Third Prototype of Concept 2 
 
Figure 24 Third Prototype of Concept 3 
Final Prototypes 
After developing the first version of the survey with the third prototype maps, it was 
determined that PHI overlay concept should be evaluated for different air traffic controller roles 
instead of an evaluation of different PHI overlay concepts evaluated for one role. This was 
decided since different air traffic controller roles may require separate PHI overlays tailored to 
them or PHI overlays may not be useful in some roles. Maps were designed for the air traffic 
roles of tower, TRACON, ARTCC, and overall traffic planning. For all new maps, the PHI 
overlay was not applied to the whole storm system, but instead, it was applied as a cone to the 
high-intensity cells that would represent severe thunderstorm cells, which would include 
possible large size hail and intense winds. With the high-intensity cells the focus of PHI overlay, 
the PHI overlays could be easily generated for the encapsulated cells. The additional element of 
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timing information was added to some maps to evaluate if timing information would be 
necessary and/or preferential. For the tower role map in Figure 25, a white or blue star was 
used to represent the location of the tower. A white aircraft symbol was used in the TRACON 
role and ARTCC role maps to represent the aircraft of interest. A slight distinction for the 
TRACON role map in Figure 26 was the placement of the aircraft symbol near an airport 
location whereas for the ARTCC role map, in Figure 27, the aircraft symbol is not located near 
an airport. The overall planning map in Figure 28 doesn’t have any points of interest to evaluate 
upon, leaving the problem open for interpretation. These map designs were the final maps 
developed and were used in the interviews as well as used in the last prototype version of the 
survey. Additional maps are provided in Appendix C. 
 
Figure 25 Tower Role Map Prototype 
 
Figure 26 TRACON Role Map Prototype 
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Figure 27 ARTCC Role Map Prototype 
 
Figure 28 Overall Traffic Planning Map Prototype 
 
Survey Design 
The survey was created through the online website Qualtrics, which is a common survey 
maker site that the University of Akron utilizes. The survey went through several iterations as 
the project developed and changed over the course of the semester and ultimately ended up 
with five main sections. The introduction is much like that of the interview, and it explains the 
purpose of the survey and shows the map and its description of the different characteristics. The 
survey was primarily geared towards air traffic controller students, so several questions were 
geared toward their knowledge and exposure to INSITE and other characteristics of air traffic 
control. The first iteration featured maps as seen above in Figure 22, Figure 23, and Figure 24. 
As the scope of the project changed, the maps were narrowed down to the maps seen in Figure 
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25, Figure 26, and Figure 27. The survey was broken down into tower, TRACON, and ARTCC. 
Within each section, three different maps were generated, and four questions were asked 
pertaining to the probability of storm impact, the timing of impact, routing of the aircraft in 
relation to the storm, and the rationale the survey taker used in answering the questions. For the 
TRACON and ARTCC maps, flight conditions were provided, including the aircraft speed, 
altitude, max flight altitude. The storm height was provided, and in some cases, the speed of the 
storm was also provided with the timing information overlay. The last section of the survey were 
follow-up questions asking for input on what maps were successful/unsuccessful and any ways 
that the maps could be improved to better help convey the goals of the survey. The formatted 
survey is provided in Appendix D. 
Section V – Conclusion 
The interviews with the retired ATCs provided a lot of insight into the weather displays 
that have been in use in air traffic control and ways they can be improved for future iterations 
until a final design is developed and ultimately implemented. The participants that were 
interviewed found the PHI overlay to be very helpful in their analysis of the weather system and 
its impacts on the aircraft and airport. Even though the participants had no experience utilizing 
uncertainty information or PHI with convective weather, they were all able to fully understand 
the information they were presented in the maps with only a brief explanation. Although their 
quick understanding proves the design could easily be interpreted by someone with general 
knowledge and experience as an air traffic controller, it does not demonstrate their ability to use 
it effectively. With some of the responses provided by the participant not using the probabilistic 
information and relying on only the speed and direction information, the PHI design is not 
guaranteed to be used appropriately despite users’ beliefs that it is useful. Any future work 
should investigate the potential causes for the inaccurate use of the probabilistic information.  
There were also several positive comments on the overall design, pointing out the 
benefits of the color scale and its relation to the percentage scale in the bottom left corner of the 
map. The participants also liked the time scale as a quick and easy way to show how quickly the 
storm is approaching as well as how and if the most severe portions of the storm would impact 
the airport or the aircraft's flight direction. The participants responded that it allowed for quicker 
planning and analysis of the weather situation. All four of the participants chose a different role; 
tower, ARTCC, TRACON, and overall planning, as the most beneficial role that this display 
could be used for. This shows that the design could easily be implanted into any facet of air 
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traffic roles and be able to provide support to the ATC to help them make timely and accurate 
decisions. The interview participants also provided crucial feedback that will allow for more 
improvements to the display. The most common feedback that almost all participants gave was 
the need for the display to be toggled on and off so that it is not obtrusive since there can be 
dozens of aircraft on a single radar screen at any given time.  
The multiple map and survey designs helped develop a better understanding of the 
weather system for which the information was being designed. However, as a lack of knowledge 
on the usefulness of the designs for the different air traffic control roles, the designs were set 
aside and used as starting points in the construction of the interview map designs and format 
that was ultimately tested with the aid of retired air traffic controllers.   
Any future work on the topic should investigate incorporating the design suggestions by 
the interview participants and the possible reasons why the probabilistic hazard information was 
not used accurately or in its entirety. 
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Appendix B: Interview Format 
 
The interview format includes the planned questions and examples for the interviews as 
well as any explanations that may be required. The format has the blank spaces left for 
responses retained. 
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Interview 
 
 
Interviewee:_________________________________________________________ 
 
Description: 
 
The purpose of this interview is to evaluate a method of presenting the 
uncertainty information of convective weather forecasts on weather displays designed 
for air traffic personnel. Four controller roles will be used in evaluating the uncertainty 
information display method. The roles are Tower, TRACON, ARTCC, and overall traffic 
planning. 
 
Section 1: Experience 
 
How many years of air traffic control experience do you have? 
 
 
 
What controller role did you primarily work in? Did you work in other roles? (i.e. 
Tower (take off), TRACON (terminal airspace), ARTCC (ARTCC airspace))  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Explanation if Required 
● Tower: Departure Tower gives departure clearance, controls aircraft on the ground 
and aircraft in the air within 5 miles of the tower. Arrival tower gives clearance to 
land, controls aircraft on the final approach to the airport and controls aircraft on the 
ground. 
● TRACON controls aircraft in the terminal airspace 5 to 40 miles from the airport or 
when below an altitude of 10,000 ft. 
● ARTCC controls the aircraft in its specific airspace. ARTCC airspace is further 
divided into sectors. The control of aircraft is handed from one sector to another and 
from one ARTCC to another when a boundary is crossed. 
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What weather displays did you use during your career? Describe them. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What aspects of the displays did you use more frequently? Describe them. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
During your experience, did you utilize uncertainty information on convective 
weather forecasts? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Do you believe you had a good understanding of the uncertainty in weather 
forecasts? 
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Do you have any experience or knowledge of INSITE, which stands for 
INtegrated Support for Impacted air-Traffic Environments? 
 
 
 
 
 
Explanation if Required 
● INSITE is used as the weather display format for this interview.It is a prototype 
convective forecast weather product that blends different forecast products into a 
single forecast. The weather data we are using is limited to the raw data provided by 
Corridor Integrated Weather Service (CIWS). CIWS currently generates convective 
weather forecasts for air traffic control (ATC). 
 
Have you had experience with PHI (probabilistic hazard information) in weather 
forecasts? This is not strictly speaking while at work.  
 
 
 
 
Explanation if Required 
● Probabilistic hazard information (PHI) is a way to visualize the forecasted storm 
movement and the associated probability with that movement. 
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Section 2: Tower  
 
If you are given a weather display such as this what would be your initial 
reaction? Primarily I am interested in your thoughts with regard to the overlay 
added to the weather.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Explanation of Map Format 
● Severe thunderstorm hazard is outlined in white and is accompanied by a 
probabilistic hazard information (PHI) overlay. Movement time information is included 
with some of the displays. The tower is shown as a blue or white star. The aircraft is 
shown in white, and the direction of its nose indicates the direction of movement for 
the aircraft. The aircraft altitude, as well as the storm height, will be provided with 
each example. Miles and miles per hour are used as the units in the question.  
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If you were part of tower air traffic control and you were given this display, please 
explain your thoughts and strategy for the airport with regards to the situation and 
steps you would take as a response. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Was the probabilistic information display helpful for your task? 
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Section 3: TRACON 
 
You are in the role of a TRACON controller. The aircraft displayed is a single 
engine plane traveling at 140 mph and an altitude of 7500 ft away from the 
airport but still within 40 miles. The plane has a maximum altitude of 14,000 ft. 
The storm system noted has a height of 16,000 ft.  If you were given this display, 
please explain your thoughts and strategy for the aircraft with regards to the 
situation and steps you would take as a response. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Was the probabilistic information display helpful for your task? 
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Section 4: ARTCC 
 
You are in the role of an ARTCC controller. The aircraft displayed is a single engine 
plane traveling at 140 mph and an altitude of 7500 ft. The plane has a maximum 
altitude of 14,000ft. The storm system noted has a height of 30,000 ft.  If you were 
given this display, please explain your thoughts and strategy for the aircraft with 
regards to the situation and steps you would take as a response. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Was the probabilistic information display helpful for your task? 
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Section 5: Planning Overall Traffic 
 
Say you were involved in the planning air traffic travel. If you were given this display, 
please explain your thoughts and strategy with regards to the situation and steps 
you would take as a response. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Was the probabilistic information display helpful for your task? 
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Section 6: Overall 
Do you have any suggestions for improvements on the designs presented? 
 
 
 
 
 
Which role Tower, TRACON or ARTCC do you believe the probabilistic design is 
most beneficial for and why? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Which role Tower, TRACON or ARTCC do you believe the probabilistic design is 
least beneficial for and why? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Do you have any ideas of other ways to display the uncertainty information? 
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Appendix C: Responses 
 
Interviews used audio recordings to primarily document responses with interviewer 
sheets as supplementary documentation. Responses in the appendix are the relevant answers 
to the questions provided to the participants and are summarized and/or clarified in the 
Response portion of Section 1-Interviews. 
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How many years of air traffic control experience do you have? 
Participant 1 39 
Participant 2 2 
Participant 3 33 
Participant 4 A little over 20 years. (40 with teaching) 
What controller role did you work in? 
Participant 1 
Tower and TRACON. Even balance between the two. Days in the week 
would be split between the two. 
Participant 2 ARTCC 
Participant 3 Tower, TRACON, and ARTCC. Even spread between the three. 
Participant 4 
Tower, RAPCON (military version of TRACON), and ARTCC. Half of the time 
was Tower/RAPCON. Half of the time was with ARTCC in West Berlin en 
route center. 
What weather displays did you use during your career? 
Participant 1 
ASR8 – analog radar, weather return  
ASR9 – digital radar, weather return 
TDWR – planning tool, radar sweeps around, will sweep up and down if it 
detects severe radar 
CIWS – looks at weather between Chicago and New York. Looks at 
probability of precipitation up to 90 minutes 
Participant 2 
TVs on walls that displayed rotation of satellite imagery, radar imagery, 
warnings/watches, pockets of alerts. Individual radar scope. Superimposed 
precipitation info only with 5 levels of intensity on the radar screen. Relied on 
pilot responses for clouds 
Participant 3 
ARTS-Radar reflection display, no intensity 
STARS- Radar, intensity, tops, and directions 
DSR- Radar, intensity, tops, and directions 
Participant 4 
At West Berlin Center – low-level system, weather returns embedded in the 
radar system. Later on, Sanders Corporation Color system was used to add 
intensity at 5-6 levels 
What aspects of the displays did you use more frequently? 
Participant 1 Weather radar. Typically didn’t display level 1 intensity 
Participant 2 
Occasionally error lighter precipitations could be ignored but would let the 
pilot know about the possibility.  
Participant 3 
With the DSR system, the ranking for use of components were: location, 
intensity, velocity and direction, and tops 
Participant 4 
No choices were available in the early system. STC and FTC were used to 
clean up the display for best picture. High Intensity was used to distinguish 
from false readings. 
During your experience, did you utilize uncertainty information on convective weather 
forecasts? 
Participant 1 No, but there were predictor lines used on the TDWR display. 
Participant 2 
Kind of. Short briefings given at shift changes provided some uncertainty 
information. If more was desired, the controllers could approach the 
forecasting desk but rarely. 
Participant 3 No. 
Participant 4 Doesn’t recall 
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Do you believe you had a good understanding of the uncertainty in weather forecasts? 
Participant 1 Yes from gut feelings and experience. 
Participant 2 Not particularly 
Participant 3 Yes 
Participant 4 Yes. After a while, you kind of get an understanding. 
Do you have any experience or knowledge of INSITE, which stands for INtegrated 
Support for Impacted air-Traffic Environments? 
Participant 1 No 
Participant 2 No 
Participant 3 No 
Participant 4 Heard of the term, but never used or seen it. 
Have you had experience with PHI (probabilistic hazard information) in weather 
forecasts? This is not strictly speaking while at work. 
Participant 1 PoP 
Participant 2 No 
Participant 3 Yes from the traffic flow format. 
Participant 4 No. 
If you are given a weather display such as this what would be your initial reaction? 
(This is not their direct response. This is how they understood or responded to it.) 
Participant 1 
Had a good understanding of the information without explanation. However, 
was unclear about whether the cone was severity or probability. 
Participant 2 
Liked the display format. Likes seeing where it will go. Probability decreases 
further out. Knows that it is tracking a particular direction. Seen similar stuff 
on the news. Believes it would be handy for controllers. 
Participant 3 
Noted that the weather was precipitation and that probability went down to 
zero. 
Participant 4 
Realized the star was a specific location. Unsure if the cone was based on 
weather, movement in time, or accuracy 
If you were part of tower air traffic control and you were given this display, please 
explain your thoughts and strategy for the airport with regards to the situation and 
steps you would take as a response. 
Participant 1 
Avoid sending aircraft through the storm pass. Was fairly certain that the 
storm would miss the airport. Areas to the northeast would be closed for 
entrance and exits. The north sector would close as the storm moved 
forward. Would keep area to directly west open. 
Participant 2 
Would get as many aircraft in and out before the storm could hit. Would 
decide at the 50-60% point or halfway point in timing whether to prepare to 
close the airport. If the storm hit the airport, it would have to stop arrivals and 
departures until the storm passed. 
Participant 3 
Routes from SE to NE would be blocked. Would be able to send flights to 
Charlotte NC by going SSW. Philadelphia to NY and Upstate NY would be 
blocked. 
Participant 4 
Northern/Eastern arrivals might have to close. Would be moved West or 
Southwest. Outbound traffic would be advised to go around or miss it as 
much as possible. 
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Was the probabilistic information display helpful for your task? 
Participant 1 Good with on/off switch 
Participant 2 Yes. Needs toggle on and off 
Participant 3 
Yes. Adds ability to plan. Not a good operational tool. More of a planning 
tool. Timing information would be helpful. Traffic flow management would 
find it helpful 
Participant 4 Yes. Size and complexity are very helpful. 
You are in the role of a TRACON controller. The aircraft displayed is a single engine 
plane traveling at 140 mph and an altitude of 7500 ft away from the airport but still 
within 40 miles. The plane has a maximum altitude of 14,000 ft. The storm system 
noted has a height of 16,000 ft.  If you were given this display, please explain your 
thoughts and strategy for the aircraft with regards to the situation and steps you would 
take as a response. 
Participant 1 Would direct away to north of the storm. 
Participant 2 
If the plane is VFR, go back and around. If IFR, go down the corridor in south 
or north of the storm. 
Participant 3 
Advise pilot to turn left and try to go south. Would not try to go over. Could 
turn right but there is still weather. No good way to get out of it. Would advise 
of weather and determine pilot intent. 
Participant 4 
If IFR, send E or SE and offer airport for landing. If VFR, give a report and 
strongly advise to land soon. Get a plane to the ground. 
Was the probabilistic information display helpful for your task? 
Participant 1 Yes. Shows that aircraft would be in trouble based on the prediction 
Participant 2 Useful. Can’t be without radar. 
Participant 3 Yes. The direction was useful. 
Participant 4 
Yes. Knowing all the information about the situation helped. PHI is helpful 
based on forecasted movement 
You are in the role of an ARTCC controller. The aircraft displayed is a single engine 
plane traveling at 140 mph and an altitude of 7500 ft. The plane has a maximum altitude 
of 14,000ft. The storm system noted has a height of 30,000 ft.  If you were given this 
display, please explain your thoughts and strategy for the aircraft with regards to the 
situation and steps you would take as a response. 
Participant 1 Divert North to go around. If faster aircraft, it would stay the course. 
Participant 2 
If IFR, deviate to West then further South. IF VFR, deviate to West then 
further south or go north over the storm. 
Participant 3 
Better to reroute towards SW and go around back. Could go north around 
but doesn’t think it is a good choice. Suggest to land at an alternative airport. 
Participant 4 If IFR, W-SW heading to get past storm. If VFR, suggest to land 
Was the probabilistic information display helpful for your task? 
Participant 1 Yes 
Participant 2 Yes, Really liked time. 
Participant 3 Yes. Doesn’t think it works for small aircraft 
Participant 4 Yes. Liked the clarity of the most severe part and predictive arrows. 
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Say you were involved in the planning air traffic travel. If you were given this display, 
please explain your thoughts and strategy with regards to the situation and steps you 
would take as a response. 
Participant 1 
Would inform towers in the path of the storm of the approaching weather 
system. 
Participant 2 
Further traffic W-E to go far above/below storm. Further N-S traffic to go 
behind or far in front of the storm. Would send traffic through corridors and 
the majority green area of the storm. Would avoid the yellow storm areas at 
the bottom. 
Participant 3 
Would look NE to SW to determine rerouting. Would let NY fly north soon. 
Philadelphia still impacted. Ohio and Chicago blocked from DC. 
Participant 4 
E-W traffic goes through holes in N and S. Sneak in the gap below severe 
storm. Work closer with high-tech aircraft as their systems are better. The 
pilot may see a better opening. Would give approval for deviations 
Was the probabilistic information display helpful for your task? 
Participant 1 Yes 
Participant 2 Yes 
Participant 3 Yes. Most helpful scenario. 
Participant 4 
Definitely. Help with planning and be prepared. Anything could happen in 
that hour. 
Do you have any suggestions for improvements on the designs presented? 
Participant 1 Timing information is good. CAMI would help with the color decision. 
Participant 2 Data block included with center (Type of precipitation, height, speed) 
Participant 3 
Full weather projection with a probability attached to projection. Entire 
weather line. 
Participant 4 Nothing off the top of the head. 
Which role Tower, TRACON or ARTCC do you believe the probabilistic design is most 
beneficial for and why? 
Participant 1 
TRACON. Tower gets what radar controller provides. Dependent on other 
facilities.  
Participant 2 
Tower because the tower is static. Doesn’t have to deal with moving aircraft. 
Aircraft can move out of the way. 
Participant 3 
Planning overall: allow how soon and probability. Determine what routes 
impacted. Determine what routes can be opened and closed. 
Participant 4 
Enroute center (ARTCC) control most amount of traffic. Important to 
TRACON but center more valuable by a hair. 
Which role Tower, TRACON or ARTCC do you believe the probabilistic design is least 
beneficial for and why? 
Participant 1 
Tower. Tower gets what radar controller provides. Dependent on other 
facilities 
Participant 2 
ARTCC/TRACON, but very marginal difference in benefit from the tower. 
Might not be as useful in the ARTCC. ARTCC and TRACON are pretty much 
the same. 
Participant 3 TRACON/ARTCC. For single aircraft, it is not very beneficial. 
Participant 4 Tower: Limited airspace and mostly looking out of the window. 
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Do you have any ideas of other ways to display the uncertainty information? 
Participant 1 Integrated with ASR10 
Participant 2 
Arrows on portions of weather. Select and highlight weather section to have 
similar PHI or current info (wind direction and speed) 
Participant 3 Knowing if a storm is building or breaking up. 
Participant 4 Specify the different weather types in the most severe chunks. 
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Appendix D: Maps 
 
The following are copies of additional maps developed in the third prototype designs and 
final prototype designs. These do not include the overall planning designs as multiple were not 
constructed as they were not intended for use in the survey. All maps designed for the surveys 
are included and may have been also shown previously in the report. 
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Third Prototype Designs 
Concept 1 
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Concept 2 
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Concept 3 
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Final Prototype Designs 
Tower 
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TRACON 
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ARTCC 
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Appendix E: Survey Format 
 
The images shown provided the layout format used for the survey design. The survey 
was intended for the students at the Kent State University Air Traffic Controller Program, but it 
was later decided the information gathered from the interviews was sufficient.  
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Introduction  
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Participant background questions  
 
Tower Questions 
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ARTCC Questions 
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TRACON Questions 
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Follow-up Questions 
 
 
